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Unbiased RS models were originally introduced to study ultrafast, relatively higher energy 

events in systems of biomedical interest [1]. That work continued with the study of causal 

relations between electron attodynamics and the interacting (driving) radiation by measuring 

characteristic electron RS, that is the observed signatures of such interactions. During the last 

decade our Polarization Phase Selective (PPS) High Magnetic Field (HMF) instrumentation 

and methods developed in the framework of new integrative attomechanics modeling 

significantly improved [2-3]. That allowed inclusion of soft HMF PPS RS for studies in the 

energy region of chemical reactions in large, complex and unstable bio-molecules, ”far from 

equilibrium”.  Our main challenges are highly selective RS extractions from large sets of 

interfering components.  Scientifically important question we address here is: can these 

methods probe electrons during protein synthesis and activity, or during interactions with 

other molecules, like radical SAM.  Contrary to what has been suggested in literature, our 

magnetooptic studies already provide conclusive evidence about electron locations and 

actions in some studied enzyme reactions. However, some of our most important findings are 

related to the previously unseen electron dynamics and new protein configurations. Indeed, 

we can separate signatures from previously indistinguishable proteins that show small 

structural but paramount activity differences, and we can separate (symmetrical) signatures 

from recently discovered unusual and previously unseen electron spin-flips [4]. Such events 

can be hidden or “dark” due to the overlappings and interferences. We estimate that 

controlling window for such events starts at  tens of femtoseconds or in some cases even 

shorter time. 
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